Caring for our coastal and marine areas
The Hobsons Bay community shares a love of coastal and marine environments. Our rich history has been shaped by
proximity to the coast and water. The CMMP identifies initiatives for the management of Hobsons Bay coastal and marine
areas over the next ten years. Working towards a more sustainable future, it looks to balance social, cultural,
environmental and economic values in managing this unique coastline, that we appreciate and enjoy.

The vision

Policy context

Community and stakeholder perspectives informed
our CMMP vision. It aims to reflect their expectations
and aspirations for the Hobsons Bay coastline.

Recent Victorian coastal management reform
involved the release of key legislation,
policies, and guidance. Development of the
CMMP has been guided by:

Hobsons Bay CMMP vision:

A healthy, connected, and resilient
Hobsons Bay coastline that is valued and
enjoyed by its community
Key aspects of the vision include:
•

Healthy – marine and coastal ecosystems and
environments are healthy, dynamic, and
biodiverse. They support community health and
wellbeing. They provide coastal hazard
protection, water purification, carbon storage and
heat mitigation services.

•

Connected – Biolinks and ecological corridors,
shared trails, and transport networks connect our
coast. Cultural and social connections
strengthen care for the coast. All users share
and respect access to coastal and marine areas.

•

Resilient – Changes include natural hazards
such as coastal erosion, climate change impacts
such as sea level rise, and population growth.
Coastal and marine areas are resilient to these
pressures.

•

Valued and enjoyed – We value coastal and
marine areas in their own right. Facilities exist to
allow enjoyment of the environmental, social,
cultural, recreational, and economic benefits of
the coast.

•

Community – The community includes
residents, visitors, and all users of the Hobsons
Bay coastal and marine areas.

•
•
•
•
•

Marine and Coastal Act 2018
Marine and Coastal Policy (2020)
DELWP advice on the development of
new CMMPs
Existing Guidelines for the Preparation of
Coastal Management Plans (2017)
Victorian Coastal Strategy (2014)

The objectives for the CMMP are based on the vision
and the Victorian Marine and Coastal Policy Planning
and Decision Pathway:

https://participate.hobsonsbay.vic.gov.au/cmmp
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Why we love our coastal and marine areas
Our coastline provides a wide range of opportunities and places for recreation, relaxation and enjoyment. Through
developing this plan, we sought to understand perspectives on values, experiences and aspirations of our
community and visitors for the management of these coastal and marine areas

Objective

What we value about Hobsons Bay coastal and marine areas

Acknowledge
Traditional Owners’
rights, aspirations,
and knowledge

•
•
•
•
•

Areas of Cultural sensitivity and importance – story places etc.
Sites of Cultural significance – middens, burials, etc.
Connectivity with Country, including along the coastline
Sight lines and views of the bay and sky from the coast
Arts and education spaces

Protect & enhance
the marine &
coastal
environment

•

Ecosystems and habitats - mangroves, coastal swamps, saltmarsh,
seagrass meadows, parklands, wetlands and waterways
Threatened flora and fauna
Natural features and landscapes – wide and green spaces, scenery,
aesthetic beauty, trees, wildlife, fresh and clean air and views to the city and
across the bay.
Non-polluted environments
European Heritage - maritime history, historic piers, museums, character
buildings, iconic moorings, and fishing, port and industrial heritage.
Cultural sites and values
Access to enjoy and learn about the natural environment
Marine and coastal Crown land, including public access and use as a shared
community resource

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Natural coastal processes and creation / maintenance of natural areas –
wetlands, sediment transport, beaches, etc.
Natural protection from coastal hazards – mangrove swamps, saltmarsh,
rock outcrops, etc.
Sea breezes, the coast, wetlands, and creeks providing cool areas and
reducing urban heat
Community health and safety, including disaster management
Public and private property and asset protection
Engineering and coastal management initiatives to strengthen resilience

Use & develop
sustainably

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cleanliness and maintenance of beaches and public places
Accessible, close to home / the city
Atmosphere and character – peaceful, family friendly, safe, ‘village’ feel
Commercial values - shops, cafes, restaurants, markets etc.
Diverse, multicultural
Balance and use of ‘passive’ and ‘active’ areas for recreation
Industrial areas provide economic input and jobs for the region

Promote
stewardship &
collaborative
management

•
•
•

An engaged community already taking an active stewardship role
Numerous enthusiastic community groups
Support for natural environmental education and engagement activities planting days and educational tours etc.
Collaboration with Universities/research - mangroves trials etc.

Respect natural
processes
Strengthen
resilience to climate
change

•
•

•
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Key Precinct 1 actions:
2.1

Promote and contribute to environmental
monitoring opportunities, collaborating with
community groups. May include water quality,
litter, stormwater monitoring.

2.2

Continue to enhance and protect vegetation along
the Spit and Sandy Point for erosion control and
significant bird nesting habitat.

3.1

Undertake nominated seawall upgrades to
strengthen resilience to sea level rise and coastal
hazards, including The Strand, Burgoyne Reserve
and John Morley Reserve. Consider the potential
impacts of infrastructure changes/upgrades on
surrounding areas and investigate feasibility of
biodiverse engineering opportunities (i.e. living
seawalls).

4.1

Promote and improve litter management through
educational signage, on-land fishing facilities,
disposal bins, and innovative trials (i.e. SeaBins) in
key locations including The Warmies, around
Stony Creek, and near Newport Power Station.

Precinct 1 covers the area
from the north-eastern
LGA boundary at Stony
Creek and Francis Street
to Ferguson Street. The
precinct covers
Spotswood, Newport, and
parts of Williamstown, with
water frontage including
the lower portions of the
Yarra River, the Warmies
and into Port Phillip Bay.

4.1

4.2

What we love about this area:
• Fishing opportunities and
facilities
• Open spaces, including dog
parks and sportsgrounds
• Major tourism attraction at
Scienceworks
• Recreational boating access
at Warmies boat ramp
• Significant bird nesting
habitat at the Spit and
Sandy Point Reserves
• Bike paths and connectivity
via the Punt and shared
trails to Yarraville.

4.6

4.1

4.5
4.1
4.3

3.1

4.2

4.3

Work with Port of Melbourne to install
educational/zoning signage at boat ramps.
Includes raising awareness of shipping zones,
operations, safety risks and implications for
recreational boating.

4.4

Work with relevant stakeholders on the
Williamstown Maritime Precinct Framework,
including review of alignment with CMMP (also in
Precinct 2).

4.5

Engage with Better Boating Victoria to improve
recreational boating and fishing facilities including
Warmies Boat ramp reconfiguration and landbased fishing platforms.

4.6

Investigate amenity improvement opportunities and
implement works at Warmies dog park.

2.2

3.1

4.4
3.1

Precinct wide:
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Support the Better Places – Spotswood and South
Kingsville project and establish a working group
with Port of Melbourne, DELWP, industry
stakeholders and other relevant parties (e.g.
Scienceworks) to develop an options assessment
for activation and improved access of the
Spotswood/Newport foreshore.

2.1
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Precinct 2 covers the coastal and marine

3.1

zone from Ferguson Street to Bayview
Street, just west of Gloucester Reserve.
The precinct covers Williamstown,
including the maritime areas along Nelson
Place, Point Gellibrand, the Esplanade and
Williamstown Beach.
4.1

4.2

3.2
2.1

3.2
4.3
3.2

2.1

What we love about this area:
• Sandy beach at Williamstown
• Maritime heritage and history
• Boat moorings, jetties and yacht clubs
• Sporting and recreation opportunities
• Vibrant village feel, including shops,
cafes, markets and attractions

3.2

Precinct wide:

2.1

Key Precinct 2 actions:
2.1

Supporting actions in the Urban Forest Strategy,
increase tree canopy cover and vegetation within
foreshore areas (including Gloucester and Hatt
reserves), to enhance the natural environment,
provide shade, and reduce urban heat.

3.1

Review Williamstown Wave Surge Study and
embed outcomes in future land use/infrastructure
planning, including Williamstown Maritime Precinct
Framework.

3.2

Undertake nominated seawall upgrades to
strengthen resilience to sea level rise and coastal
hazards, including Gloucester Reserve, Hatt
Reserve, Cyril Curtain Reserve and Williamstown
Beach
Consider the potential impacts of infrastructure
changes/upgrades on surrounding areas and
investigate feasibility of biodiverse engineering
opportunities (i.e. living seawalls)

4.1

Work with relevant stakeholders on the
Williamstown Maritime Precinct Framework,
including review of alignment with CMMP (also in
Precinct 1).

4.2

In collaboration with Williamstown Maritime
Precinct Framework, advocate for the sustainable
activation of foreshore areas adjacent to Nelson
Place and Battery Road and upgraded
connectivity, amenity, and safety of the shared trail
along Nelson Place and Battery Road.
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4.3

Assess condition of Newport and Williamstown
Anglers Club jetties, to inform feasibility of possible
upgrades/modifications. May include provisions for
paddle craft pontoon to meet demand and future
proofing for changing climate.
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Precinct 3 extends from
Bayview Street to Cherry
Creek. The precinct covers
extensive nature reserves and
wetlands, as well as Kororoit
Creek and Cherry Creek. The
precinct covers the western
portion of Williamstown and
eastern Altona.

2.1
2.4
2.4
4.2

4.3

2.3

3.1

Precinct wide:

2.4

2.2

What we love about this area:
•
Conservation reserves and environmental values,
including seagrass beds, coastal saltmarsh,
mangroves, and important bird habitat
•
PA Burns dog beach at Seaholme, ongoing sand
nourishment and off leash area
•
Coastal trails and connectivity along the coast

4.1

Key Precinct 3 actions:
2.1

Identify opportunities for maintaining natural buffers,
and for habitat creation and vegetation migration up
Kororoit Creek and neighbouring reserves, to mitigate
habitat loss due to changing climate.

2.2

Investigate local ecosystem responses/sensitivities to
climate change and management implications (linked
to research partnerships). Includes wetlands,
saltmarsh, mangroves, and other coastal and marine
ecosystems.

2.3

Review outcomes of mangrove planting trials and
extend planting in other areas, based on outcomes.

2.4

Promote and contribute to environmental monitoring
opportunities Altona Coastal Park, Kororoit Creek and
Jawbone Reserve, collaborating with community
groups and relevant agencies.

3.1

Review and revise renourishment approach for Altona
Dog Beach, confirming feasibility and implications of
dredge material placement from Altona Boat Ramp,
and potential impacts on surrounding marine/coastal
environments (e.g. Jawbone reserve).

4.1

Undertake condition and feasibility assessment of
Little Harbour upgrades, include consideration of
coastal hazards, marine environment sensitivities and
economic risk assessment.

4.2

Undertake review and options assessment for
management of Kororoit Creek fishing village,
including recognition of increasing coastal hazards,
cultural and heritage values and compliance with local
laws/zoning. Review against CMMP.
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4.3

Undertake open space improvements at PA Burns
Reserve and at Seaholme, including car park, fenced
dog off leash zone, and landscaping to meet demand
and adapt to changing climate. Include consideration
of water and environment sensitive design.
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Precinct 4 covers the coastal and marine zone
from Cherry Creek in Seaholme to Maidstone
Street in Altona. The precinct covers Altona
Beach, Altona Boat Ramp, and the surrounding
reserves, including WG Cresser Reserve.

4.4
3.3

3.3

3.3

4.4

4.1

4.2
2.1

3.3

3.1
4.3
4.4

What we love about this area:
•
•
•
•
Precinct wide:

3.2

Shared trails and connectivity
along the coast
Recreational facilities such as
Altona Boat Ramp
Family-friendly and accessible
sandy beach at Altona
Coastal ecosystems including
seagrass beds, rocky reefs and
associated marine wildlife

Key Precinct 4 actions:
2.1

3.1

Install educational signage at Flemings Pool
providing information/education about marine life
and advice on protecting wildlife, e.g. litter
reduction, stormwater improvements, poaching,
fishing etc.
Continue seaweed management and recycling
programs. Review current process, including
feasibility and identifying improvement
opportunities for efficiencies and responsiveness.
Install educational signage in hotspots areas,
including information on natural processes and
Council's commitment to sustainable management.

3.2

Assess drainage outfalls to understand interaction
with coastal processes and mitigation priorities (i.e.
sedimentation, flooding). Includes review and
confirmation of roles and responsibilities for
drainage, collaboration with relevant asset
managers, and incorporation of findings from
PPBCHA and catchment flood studies.

3.3

Undertake condition assessments, design, and
renewal of jetties, retaining structures and
seawalls, including seawall lifts, to strengthen
resilience to climate change, including Seaholme
foreshore (Cresser Reserve), Altona foreshore,
Melbourne Water outfall near boat ramp. Include
consideration and investigate feasibility of
biodiverse engineering opportunities such as living
seawalls.
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4.1

Review actions and undertake upgrades included
in the Altona Beach Precinct to ensure alignment
with CMMP, and recently adopted Urban Forest
Strategy and Climate Change Plan.

4.2

Support ongoing pedestrianisation of Altona Beach
esplanade and promote activation of the area.

4.3

Review and update recreational designated areas
for wind sports between Laverton Creek and
Altona Pier, including mapping, signage, and
information in collaboration with stakeholder
agencies and groups.

4.4

Undertake foreshore improvements to meet
demand and adapt to changing climate including
Altona Beach access, boat ramp configuration,
kiteboarding / windsurfing infrastructure. Include
consideration of water and environment sensitive
design.
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Precinct 5 covers the coastal
and marine zone extends from
Maidstone Street in Altona, to
the western LGA boundary at
Skeleton Creek, Altona
Meadows. The precinct covers
extensive nature reserves and
wetlands, as well as Kororoit
Creek and Skeleton Creek.

2.1

4.2
3.1
5.1

4.3

2.3

4.1

Precinct wide:

2.2

What we love about this area:
•
2.1

•
2.1

•

4.1

Key Precinct 5 actions:
2.1

2.2

Identify opportunities for maintaining natural
buffers, and for habitat creation and vegetation
migration up Laverton Creek, at Cheetham
Wetlands, and neighbouring reserves, to mitigate
habitat loss due to changing climate.
Investigate local ecosystem responses/sensitivities
to changing climate and management implications
(linked to research partnerships). Includes
wetlands, saltmarsh, mangroves.

2.3

Continue to work with DELWP and relevant
Commonwealth agencies to advocate for the
review of existing Ramsar boundaries, including
expansion of the boundaries to enhance
environmental protection.

3.1

Work with Melbourne Water and other relevant
stakeholders to develop a management plan for
Laverton Spit, with consideration of entrance
management, flooding impacts, access, and
environmental values.

4.1

Design and construct recreational infrastructure
including boardwalk and viewing platforms at
Laverton Creek spit and fishing platform on
Skeleton Creek.
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Significant environmental
values and ecosystems
including seagrass beds,
coastal saltmarsh, and
reefs.
Natural connectivity and
biolinks, including large,
remnant natural spaces
Connectivity along the coast
through shared trails

4.2

Review and update recreational zoning for wind
sports between Laverton Creek and Altona Pier,
including mapping, signage, and information in
collaboration with stakeholder agencies and
groups.

4.3

Support advocacy activities to develop the
Hobsons Bay Wetland Centre and ensure
alignment with the CMMP, Biodiversity Strategy
and Climate Change Plan.

5.1

Install CoastSnap (or similar) monitoring point near
Laverton spit, to track and quantify sand
movement and provide interactive education tool,
including educational signage.
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Implementation and next steps
The CMMP includes an implementation action plan
for the next 10 years.
Each of the Council-wide and Precinct-specific
actions is ranked by priority:
•
•
•
•

Short-term actions: should start now, within 2
years or are already underway. These are
important to do as soon as possible.
Medium-term actions: should start within 3-5
years during implementation of the plan.
Long-term actions: should start in 6-10 years.
Preliminary work and consultation may occur
sooner if opportunities arise.
Ongoing actions: part of Council’s ongoing
work in a ‘business as usual’ capacity.

Implementation of the CMMP includes aspects of
monitoring, evaluation, review, and improvement.
The next steps are:
Feedback
incorporated
into final plan

The final CMMP will incorporate
feedback from other Council
departments, stakeholders and the
community.

Endorsement
and adoption

Endorsement of the CMMP by
Council and DELWP

Implementation

Implementation focusses on
embedding actions in existing Council
processes and activities, particularly
through:

Priorities may shift throughout the life of the plan.
Factors such as funding, new research, collaboration
opportunities with other projects, and changing
conditions (e.g. an extreme event) can influence this.
The action plan provides funding estimates, delivery
partners and deliverables. This assists with tracking
and monitoring progress. The action plan will be
adaptive, responding to changing conditions, new
opportunities or updated technical information.

•

Capital works program

•

Local laws

•

Asset management plans

•

Planning schemes and overlays

•

Other strategic plans

•

Business as usual Council
operations

Operational
monitoring and
review

Ongoing operational review and
monitoring of risks to project delivery.
Monitoring and adjustment of ‘onground’ actions

Monitoring and
evaluation

Regular and systematic monitoring
and evaluation of implementation,
including:
•

Implementation monitoring

•

Community perceptions and
surveys (every 2-3 years)

•

Triggers to review and update,
e.g. changes in policy, scientific
advances, legislative change, etc.

Review

Formal review occurs within 5 years
or sooner if triggered through
monitoring and evaluation process.

Improvement

We embed the review outcomes
through improvement of the existing
Plan or development of a new Plan.

How can I get involved?
Community and stakeholder perspectives have
helped us develop the CMMP, including our
vision, objectives and priority actions. We’re now
interested to get your feedback on the Draft Plan.
You can read the draft and provide comment on
the draft here:
Hobsons Bay Coastal and Marine Management Plan
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